Fall 1969.
Huntington Beach
at the Pier.
U.S. Surfing
Championships:
50,000 people
see Corky Carroll
regain the title,
Number One
U.S. Surfer.
Sunday,
A typical
Southern California
beer bar and
Mexican restaurant
combination with
natural wood
facade,
wedge into a
tiny shopping
center amid the
oil wells near
Huntington Beach.
A small crowd of
curious
onlookers and friends
watch
Corky Carroll and
group play a bar gig.

Being rated 4A is similar to being a Grand Prix
race car driver or a Michelin five-star restaurant...

-Albert Barrett-

Corky Carroll was a surfer. His name would become
tied to the sport in October 1972. Up to this
point, surfing had been a sport of a few
people, a sport that was not yet ingrained in the
mainstream consciousness. Corky Carroll
changed all that. He brought surfing to the
mainstream. (Sniffen) has since moved from his
surfing career to become a photographer and
writer. His work has appeared in numerous
magazines, including Surfer and GQ.

Corky Carroll is still a surfer. (Being rated 4A is
typically reserved for professional surfers.)
Carroll has used his success as a
role model to inspire others to pursue their
dreams. He has been featured in numerous
calendar, magazine, and television shows.

Corky Carroll was a surfer whose career was
short-lived. He was killed in a jet plane crash in
1971. Despite his relatively short career, he
did much for the sport of surfing. His
dedication and passion for the sport have
inspired many others to pursue their dreams.

Corky Carroll was a surfer who
changed the world. His legacy lives on
even today.
**BACH**

**Introduction to**

The instruments are all different (where is the guitar?), the tempo is strange, and the only dance that fits the beat is the minuet.

‘‘—Karl Kortning—

Bach’s music is suffused appointment, or not the standard line piece. It is simple, restrained, and lacks pretentiousness. But it is also remarkably bold. For in much of Bach’s music, it is not a question of whether one can achieve that which is thought possible, but whether one can actually achieve it. And in that sense, Bach is a composer of great daring.

For someone brought up on Bach, this opera fused by the Beaux-Arts and lesser luminaries of the musical world of Europe. Bach is hard to approach. The instruments are all different (where is the guitar?), the tempo is strange, and the only dance that fits the beat is the minuet.

I would suggest starting with Bach’s famous choral music, the six Brandenburg Concertos. And if you’re if you are going to take the plunge, I would suggest purchasing either of the two that are definitely the most important: the Brandenburg Concerto.

**TELEVISION**

**THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 8**

**VOICE**: Fortuny’s Wildfields, Dor Dorian, Channel 20, 7:00 P.M.

**THE ADVOCATE** (National Council of Appeals, Channel 13, 9:00 P.M.)

**FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 9**

**WASHINGTON MEETING REVIEWS** (Channel, 12:00 P.M.)

**HALL OF FAME** (What A Wonderful World, New York State
cenation, Channel 7, 9:00 P.M.)

**AMERICAN EXPERIENCE** (Continuing tour with the Last Judgment, Channel 13, 9:00 P.M.)

**SPORTS**

**WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6**

**SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11**

**WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6**

**WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 6**

**SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11**

**MUSEUMS AND GALLERIES**

**EVENTS**

**MUSIC**

**BACH**

**SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 11**

**MONDAY, FEBRUARY 12**
San Diego's
Most Unique
Movie Guide
Duncan Shepard

Ruth Gordon

Harold and Maudie
with Bud Court

WHERE'S POPPA?
Strand Theatre
4000 Market St. at 24th/2449

MOVIE THEATERS

Academy 3731 University
Allied 2561 University
Bancroft 2551 University
Broadway 422-3377
California 2112
Carmel 647-3210
Claremont 265-0142
Coronado 541-1100
Cristall 250-3220
El Capitan 451-7555
Fisher 282-3818
Grand 201-3800
Hussey 200-8211
Imperial 254-3055
Jasper 254-2222
Jellicoe 291-1444
Kerns 200-5820
La Jolla 250-3402
Little Cine 200-7200
Majestic 666-2911
Marston 265-8641
Masonic 441-1932
Newman 214-8938
Old Town 254-3744
Regency 200-8717
Riverdale 254-4515
Vista 235-8181
Westlake 419-2100
Woodrow 471-2882
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The Whores' dresses were wonderfully degenerate with black gloves to the elbow and long dangling red feather boa.

Free Fun

-Kathleen Woodrow-

If you want to see a real movie then you must go to the Whores' production at the Waverly Theatre. Their $60,000 audience is drawn from every walk of life, including the young and the old, the rich and the poor. The only thing that they all have in common is their love for good, old-fashioned entertainment.

With Midnight Noon, you can see the world's most talented actors. They play a variety of roles, from lovers to villains, with a skill and a passion that is sure to leave you breathless. And all of this for just $10.00 per person. Don't miss out on this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity. Get your tickets now!
NEVER AGAIN

at this amazingly low price.

On Monday, March 26, 1973
the price of this series will increase from
$7.920 to $10,000

THE PLAINS AND THE ROCKIES

Lost Cause Press has published, on microfiche, every item we have
been able to find from the Wagner-Camp bibliography Plains and
Rockies. We continue to search.

The first edition of D.L. Wagner's bibliography came out in 1722 after
some 27 years of publication. In 1973 a revised edition was
published. From 1837-11, being shown the work with Mr. Wagner and
revised the third edition. Included in this bibliography are books,
magazine articles, Federal documents, some periodicals and
newspapers, and some pamphlets. We have added some new
items to the bibliography, including the map of the region lying between
the Missouri and Mississippi Rivers. . .

The historical material we have assembled here on microfiche is
essential to the study of pioneer history.

Approximately 117 volumes, postage will vary from $7.100

On orders placed after March 26, 1973, the price will be $10,000

Lost Cause Press
735 States Building
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
40202

PLEASE WRITE OR CALL COLLECT. TO NANNY OR BURREL FARNSEY FOR
OUR DESCRIPTIVE CATALOGS AND TITLE LISTS. AREA CODE 502/584-8004.